Hello Freshers of 2021!

Congratulations in getting through the challenges of the last year, and welcome from all the committee members of the Liverpool Veterinary Sustainability Society (LVSS).

LVSS is the youngest vet school society, founded this year. We are a committee of five students, with a common goal of promoting sustainability in our profession – it is up to the next generation of vets to lead the way in this critical space! We have several projects underway, including an eco-brick sculpture from hospital consumables, ‘no car day’, and a litter clean up on campus. We are really interested in getting feedback from students about the areas seen in practice that have scope to be made more sustainable – we want to hear your voice! Veterinary sustainability is such a broad field and covers all species. There is an abundance of hot topics, from single use plastics to anthelmintic use - we hope to cover some of these areas with our guest speakers and by linking to fellow vet schools.

LVSS membership is FREE, simply join our Facebook group (https://www.facebook.com/groups/2845613969026744) and Instagram page (@liverpoolvetsustainability) to get involved! For now – good luck with your move to Liverpool, and we look forward to seeing you at freshers fair.

All the best,
Your LVSS committee

Isabel Murch (president – year 5): hlimurch@liverpool.ac.uk
Grace Mee (Leahurst rep – year 5): hlgmee@liverpool.ac.uk
Emily Gower (treasurer – year 4): hlegower@liverpool.ac.uk
Roisin Bagge (VetSustain Champion – year 4): hrlbagge@liverpool.ac.uk
Jenni Ainger (Liverpool rep – year 2): hljainger@liverpool.ac.uk